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The Context

The US FDA introduced a Unique Device Identifier (UDI) set of
regulations for device manufacturers to associate device identification
information with their products for a variety of uses and benefits.

This standardized information suite, plus potentially additional non-
UDI-specific data, is encoded within product bar codes on the product
packaging. The UDI elements are provided using the different encoding
standards of currently three issuing organizations: GS1 ICCBBA and
HIBCC.

How is this UDI information to be serialized and exchanged in 
healthcare standards, such as HL7’s suite of standards (V2, V3 CDA, V3 
Messages, FHIR), in a manner which is complete, safe, interoperable 
and re-useable?

The HL7 UDI Task Force was created in the fall of 2013.
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An Example

Bar Code <GS> is character 29 (hex 1D)
]C10112345678912341714010210ABCD<GS>21F1234

GS1 HRF (Human Readable Form)
(01)1234567891234(17)140102(10)ABCD(21)F1234
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The Challenges

• The UDI data would need to be carried in a variety of HL7 message and 
document formats (V2, V3, FHIR) and formats from other SDOs.

• The original data representation, or as close as reasonably possible, 
should be preserved – in part for human checking.

• The Bar Coded data may contain both the required UDI data elements as 
well as other coded data elements. All elements have potential value for 
the scanner of the Bar Code or downstream users. Therefore, all data 
elements must be preserved.

• The UDI data should be readily parseable with a minimum of effort and 
knowledge.

• The UDI data which is exchanged should only use printable characters.
• The UDI data elements must be stored in a form which can  be readily 

marked up in the native standards forms: delimited, XML, JSON, etc.
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The Outcome

Agreement was achieved:
• The community agreed that the UDI information which is read from the bar 

code would be converted directly into a Human Readable Form.
• The Human Readable Form is made up of Tag-Value pairs expressed in one 

contiguous string in the order in which data was read from the bar code.
• The UDI string is stored and exchanged as this complete string, rather than 

being broken into separate fields.
• Currently there are four Human Readable Formats, two for GS1 and one each 

for HIBCC and ICCBBA encoded UDIs.
• In the GS1 format braces ‘{}’ rather than parenthesis ‘()’ are used to delimit 

the Tags (AIs) as the GS1 data fields may contain parenthesis as valid data 
characters.

• Within HL7 a UDI Harmonization document has been agreed which details 
where the UDI string is stored within each of the HL7 standards families.

• The appropriate HL7 standards families committees have approved or are on 
track to approve the necessary changes to their standards to incorporate UDI.
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HL7 V3 Example

HL7 UDI Harmonization Document
http://wiki.hl7.org/images/2/24/Harmonization_Pattern_for_Unique_Device_Identifie
rs_20141113.pdf
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The Outstanding

While the initial goal has been achieved:
• The UDI Task Force is coordinating with other SDOs, X12 and NCPDP in 

particular, to ensure that the UDI string is handled in an interoperable and 
lossless manner across each of the SDO’s formats.

• The UDI Task Force is also now gathering Use Cases to help answer the 
questions:
– Which of our existing specification and implementation guides need to be updated 

to integrate the UDI fields?
– Which version of each of the standards need upgrading?
– What information and guidance do we need to supply users of HL7 standards to aid 

them in upgrading their systems.
• While the actual standards updating and information conveyance will be 

handled by the appropriate domain committees with HL7, the UDI Task 
Force will serve to support and inform.
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Questions

?
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Contact Information

Paul Knapp
Knapp Consulting Inc.

pknapp@pknapp.com
www.pknapp.com
(604) 987-3313
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